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SYFM 

COMPUTER SKILLS-II 

CHAPTER-I 

ADVANCED SPREADSHEET 

Microsoft Excel: 

Microsoft Excel is a software program produced by Microsoft that allows users to organize, 
format and calculate data with formulas using a spread sheet system. This software is a part 
of the Microsoft Office suite and is compatible with other applications in the Office suite. 
Excel is a commercial spread sheet application produced and distributed by Microsoft 
Windows and Mac OS. It features the ability to perform basic calculations using graphic 
tools, create pivot tables and create tools, create pivot tables and create macros. Excel has the 
same basic features as all spread sheet applications which use a collection of cells arranged 
into rows and columns to organize and manipulate data. They can also display data as charts, 
histogram and line graphs. 

The horizontal rows are identified by numbers (1,2,3,…) and the vertical columns by letters 
by letters of the alphabet (A,B,C,..). For columns beyond 26,columns are identified by two or 
more letters such as AA, AB, AAA,BCD, etc. 

The intersection of a column and a row is the small rectangular box known as a cell. 

A cell reference is a combination of the column letter and the row number such as 
A5,BZ235. In these cell references the column letter is always listed first. 

 Pivot table: 

A pivot table is a program tool that allows you to recognize and summarize selected columns 
and rows of data in a spread sheet to obtain a desired report. A pivot table doesn’t actually 
change the spread sheet itself. A pivot table is especially useful with large amounts of data 
and create a summary for each item. Pivot tables are a great way to summarize, analyse, 
explore and present data . Pivot tables are highly flexible and can be quickly adjusted 
depending on how we need to display our results. We can also create Pivot Charts based on 
Pivot Tables that will automatically update when Pivot Tables do. 

To create Pivot Table: 

Our data set consists of 24 records and 6 fields namely Order ID, Product, Category, Amount, 
Date and City. 
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1) Select the tables or cells (including column headers)  
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2) From the Insert tab , click the Pivot Table command 

 

3)  Create Pivot Table dialog box will appear. Choose settings, and then click OK 

  

4) A blank Pivot Table and Field List will appear 
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5) Once we create a Pivot table we need to decide which fields to add. Each field is simply a 
column header from the source data. In the Pivot Table Field list, check the box for each field 
want to be added. The selected fields will be added to one of the four areas below the field 
List. In this particular example the Product has been added to the Rows Area and Amount has 
been added to the Values Area. We can click, hold and drag a field to the desired area. The 
pivot table will calculate and summarize the selected fields. 

 

  

6) If we add city to the column field , the pivot table looks like 
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Sort   

1) Click any cell inside the Row Labels column 
2) Right click and click on Sort 

Filters 

1) Drag a field from the Field List to the filters area. In this example, we have added 
Category to the Filter area. 
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2) Click  the drop down arrow next to the category in the pivot table. A drop down 
window will appear.  

 

3) Click the items which should be included in the pivot table. Then click OK 

 

4) The filtered pivot table will appear. 
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Slicers: 

A slicer is an interactive control. A slicer makes job easy to filter data in a pivot table. Slicers 
are basically just filters, but they’re easier and faster to use, allowing to instantly filter data. If 
we frequently filter  pivot tables , we can use slicers instead of filters. 

To add a slicer: 

1) Select any cell in the pivot table. The pivot tool will appear. 

 

2) From the Options tab , click the Insert Slicer command. 
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3) A dialog box will appear. Select the desired field.  

  

4) The slicer will appear next to the pivot table. Each selected item will be highlighted in 
blue.  
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5) Just like the filters , only selected items are used in the pivot table. When we select or 
deselect items, the Pivot Table will instantly reflect the changes. Press and hold the 
Ctrl key  on keyboard  

 

We can also click the filter icon in the top right corner to select all items from the 
slicer at once. 

Pivot charts: 

A pivot chart is the visual representation of a pivot table in Excel. Pivot charts and pivot 
tables are connected with each other. 

To create a Pivot chart: 

1) Select any cell in the pivot table. 
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2) From the Insert tab , click the Pivot Chart command. Or from the option tab click the 
Pivot Chart command 

 

3) Select the desired chart type and layout and then click OK in the Insert Chart dialog 
box. The Pivot chart will appear. 

 

 


